
April 2007 
As I write, San Antonio is celebrating Fiesta. Vive Fiesta! This is a 10-day city wide celebration 
honoring the heroes of the Alamo and the Battle of San Jacinto which ultimately won Texas 
independence from Mexico. San Antonio has a rich culture, a strong military presence and 
dynamic people. We have had a mild and green spring thus far and I am enjoying being home 
from all my winter travels. As I mentioned in my January notes below, I had a fantastic 
opportunity to travel to Alaska for three weeks on behalf of Centre Consulting for an Air Force 
contract. Boy, was Alaska extremely frigid. To find out more about our trip, read the "North to 
Alaska" article and to view the North to Alaska...The Adventure is On PhotoShow, visit the 
Scrapbook page.  
 
At the end of March, I traveled to British Victoria, Columbia to expand my graphic facilitation 
skills with the mentorship of Christina Merkely. Simply, we practiced drawing icons, 
experimenting with colors and designing templates. My skills in this area have definitely gone to 
the next level. I will continue to market and use my graphic facilitation skills in leadership 
retreats, strategic planning sessions, and other group dialogues. 
 
Finally, I have now become a Founding Member of the newly formed non-profit, humanitarian 
organization called Mediators Without BordersTM (MWOB)established to partner with 
communities worldwide to build their conflict resolution capacity for preventing, resolving and 
healing from conflict.. To find out more about this organization, click here.  
 
January 2007 
It is not even January 31st and we have started off with a bang for 2007. The first week of 
January, we launched the redesigned web site for Conflict Connections, Inc. The design you see 
is due to the talents of Trevor Moore from the University of Delaware...kudos to you, Trevor. I 
have had some wonderful responses and feedback to the new design and layout. Please feel free 
to send me your responses or improvement ideas at pmporter@conflictconnections.com. 
 
I also got a wonderful opportunity to travel to Connecticut to work with the Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA). While San Antonio was having a very rare ice and winter storm, 
I was experiencing mild winter weather in Connecticut. This project supported one of my 
passions which is graphic facilitation. This type of facilitation utilizes a lot of graphic recording, 
wall charts and art, if you will. Graphic facilitation combined with experiential exercises 
provides a very supportive environment for participants to think in different ways and dialogue 
through movement, symbolism, and reflection. 
 
This year, I have decided to grow my conflict coaching practice and intensify my efforts to gain 
new clients. I have begun working with three new clients and have enjoyed my work with them. 
It is a very rewarding experience for client and coach alike. To learn more about conflict 
coaching, go to CINERGYTM Conflict Coaching. 
 
Finally, I am preparing for a unique opportunity to travel to Alaska for three weeks in 
February/March to conduct negotiation training for civilian and militatry personnel. It will be an 
exciting adventure. Stay tuned. 


